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UNIT 4 Possessions
A Short Story

A   Read about Esra’s purse. Complete the paragraph with there is or there are.

  Esra has many things in her purse. (1)  keys to her apartment.  

(2)  glasses because Esra doesn’t see well.  

(3)   a watch in the purse, too.

B  Read about Bill’s backpack. Complete the paragraph with there is or there are.

Bill has many things in his backpack. (1)  pens and a  

notebook for class. (2)  a book in the backpack, too.  

(3)  a cell phone in the backpack because Bill likes to call his friends.

C  Write questions with have.

 1. Esra / keys? 
 2. Esra / cell phone? 
 3. Esra / glasses? 
 4.  Bill / book? 
 5.  Bill / wallet? 
 6.  Bill / pens? 

D  Ask and answer the questions with a partner. 

E   Read the story. Complete the paragraph with words from the box.

are have is keys there wallet we

Bill doesn’t remember things. Esra remembers everything. This morning, Bill asked Esra, 

“Where are my (1) ?” So Esra asked, (2)“   

your keys on the coffee table?” Bill looked on the coffee table, but there were no keys there. Then, 

Bill asked Esra, “Do you (3)  my wallet?” And Esra said, “No, I don’t. 

(4)  your wallet in the bedroom?” But (5)  

was no wallet in the bedroom. Finally, Bill asked Esra, “Do (6)  have 

any eggs? I’m hungry!” Bill opened the refrigerator. In the refrigerator, there were some eggs, and 

some keys, and Bill’s (7) ! So, Esra asked Bill, “Why are your keys and 

your wallet in the refrigerator?” And Bill said, “I don’t remember.”

Does Esra have keys in her purse?
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